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Hilltop/October 11, 1915 
Ms. Howard Shines 
• Alison Bet~el 
• Hilltop Staff Refrter 
''Though it be a t1hrilling and 
• arvelous thing to be mer\:iy young and 
ifted, at such tiihes it is doubly so, 
oubly dynamic to be you d, gifted and 
lack.'' 
Lorrain Hansberry 
Skipping on stage sipging: "When 
the sun oomcs up I w~na be White, 
when the sun comes up I wanna be 
White,•• in a perfdrmancc that 
presented her with lbre than two 
standing ovations, aren White, 
walked away last wee end wearing 
the crown and beari~g the title of 
Miss Howard University 1985·1986. 
Despite much contrdversy over her 
ability to run for Miss lHoward after 
the crowned Ms. Fine Arts was deter-
mined ineligible by thefHomecoming 
Committee, the less than five-foot, 
21-ycar-old senior majr1 ring in acting 
in the College of Fine Arts and first 
runner up in the Fine Arts pageant 
impressed the capacityifilled Cram ·· 
ton Auditorium with her recurring 
theme of Black worn nhood which 
stressed the importa°ice of being a 
Black woman in today's society and 
knowing one's identit~ . 
''In the words of KuB.me 
'When you educate 3 women, you 
educate a nation,'' stiouted White. 
According to While , whose in· 
terests lie in dancing ~nd acting, she 
would like to one day1bccome a suc· 
cessful actress who ·J?Qrtrays Black 
women in positive ro1es . . 
Although she was ways the last 
contestant to pcrfor , and was con· 
stantly referred to as ''first runner· 
up in the Miss Firi~ :I rts pageant,'' 
aDdi as ''represerttiQ the school of 
Fine Arts,•• Karen ~naged to elO· 
qucntly present herscl~ and her beliefs 
in an appealing way ~at captured the 
admiration of DOt o.1y her pe;crs. but 
that of the eight judges as well . 
Not only does her radiance shine 
on stage but in her work here at 
Howard as well . She has been on the 
College of Fine Arts dean's list 
numerous times and was formerly 
vice.president of the Howard 
Players. She has also worked with the 
Fine Arts Student Council and has 
worked diligently at '' keeping the 
College of Fine Ats open.'' 
''(I want everyone) just to be aware 
of our Black heritage," said Karen . 
"One thing I would like to do (to 
complete this goal) is to work with 
UGSA (the Undergraduate Student 
Assembly) for their rally (against 
apartheid) on November l ,"she said. 
The onJy contestant to receive mass 
response from her presentation of the 
monologues ''the Lirrle Girl,'' by 
comedian Whoopie Goldberg and 
''Spirit of Womanhood,' ' by Martie 
Charles, Karen says that the audience 
response made her feel ''wonderful.'' 
"It really made me feel good and 
proud of myself of Howard Univer· 
sity as a whole . 
''I chose the little girl because it 
was something that I could relate to 
because when I was little, I used to 
put sweaters over my hair and do 
things like that ... ," she said . ''I 
wanted to leave a positive message 
for my audience, that's why I decid· 
cd to follow it up with ''Spirit of 
Womanhood.'' Not that I think 
Whoopie Goldberg's little girl is 
negative, but I wanted to leave a 
more positive message for my en· 
ding." 
And a positive ending she did 
leave. 
''When the sun comes up I wanna 
b ck, when the sun comes up I 
w be Black,'' she sang as she ex· 
ited thCstage and the crow roared in 
1approval . 
And the following day, when the 
sun came up Karen Malina White was 
{lot ~nlY, Black.but the Mecca's .new 
Ms. Howard University. 
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Members of Phi Beu Sigma protest outside ot the Soutli . African Em-
bassy eartier this se 1 ester. 
. 
Benjamin ames 
Hilltop Staff r•pon<t 
Four Howard students reprcsen· 
ting three Black greet·letter organiza· 
tions were arrested du! tside the South 
African embassy las Friday, joining 
some 3,500 protesto who have been 
arrested since last ovember. 
. Kevin Grevious of Alpha Phi 
• Alpha fraternity, ames Hayes of 
Kappa Alpha Psi /fraternity, and 
Sonya Lockett and jfonyia Jones of 
Delta Sigma Theta sorority were 
charged with trespassing within 
500.feet of an · ~mbassy. 
Their arrests occu'red the same day 
in which hundreds of students from 
across the natiop demonstrated in 
Lafayette Park across from the White 
House, to protest the Reagan Ad-
ministration's sllpport of the 
Pretoria·based government. 
11 By getting arr~ted, we're mak-
ing 8 political stand,'' said Ringer. 
president of the Pan·Hellenic coun· 
cil, an organization comprised of 
seven Black greek-letter 
orpnizations. 
1
'What's a couple of hours in jail 
compared to whaf.'s I 1oing on in 
South Africa," he !added. 
Rinaer said that 'II praident of the 
Pan kelicnic: colinc:il, he felt a 
rapomibility to din•te a protest 
by Howard'• aree . ••we have a lot 
of influence on campus '' said 
Ringer . ' 
In addition to Ringer's efforts 
news reports from South Africa 'spur: 
red some of the greeks to protest and 
get arrested . ''I've been reading 
about what is going on in South 
Africa," said Hayes. ''I should have 
come out a long time ago•• 
''Stu.dents at Howard have put 
protesting on the backburner " said 
L k "W, , oc ett . c ve done a lot of talk-
ing, but White students have been in 
the forefront.'' 
Randall Robinson, coordinator of 
the protests in front of the embassy 
and executive directOr of Tran· 
sAfrica, &:n African-Carribean lob-
byist organization, said that Howard 
students ''have done a good job but 
they could do more. We hoped that 
Howard students would have been 
here throughout the r-lovement. •• 
Tn recent weeks, Howard students 
have come under fire for ni>t active-
ly participating in the protest against 
South Africa, while White students 
from Columbia to California-
Berkeley universities lead the student 
protest movement. 
Just last week, it was reported that 
the trustees . at Columbia Under 
pressure from students, .decided to 
..U S39 million worth of stock in 
c1 )fiJl)anic!» doina business in South 
Africa. 
• 
Hilltop Staff Fired 
After Work Stoppage 
John C. Biulnaton 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
l, 
The university's student newspaper 
is once again the topic of 
controversy. 
Six section editors plus the produc· 
tion .and photography staff members 
called a work stoppage, and were 
later fired by the Editor·in-Chief, 
Carol Winn. , 
The work stoppage appears to be 
principally called because of the fir. 
ing of Manotti Jenkins, editorial 
editor. Other reasoris they gave were 
that the Hilltop is "$10,000 over· 
budget'': and what the former staff 
members are calling a "lack of 
leadership and organizational skills 
by Winn." . 
Winn· said there have been pro· 
blems but, maintains that they will l>e 
worked out. · 
. ''It is not unusual for The Hilltop-
to be overbudget . It has happened in 
the past and there are valid reasons 
for the deficit." 
The former editors list these 
grievances against her: 
*''Winn's lack of leadership skills'' 
which they said has resulted in a 
''$10,CXlO budget'' deficit; 
*They said she ''consistently loses ar· 
ticlcs and ads''; 
*They also maintain that former 
editorial editor, Manotti Jenkins, was 
fired because Winn does not feel that 
"all editorials should relate to Black 
people.'' 
Winn maintains that she was will· 
ing to compromise with the other 
editors, but added that in todaY's 
Hilltop is an ad pointing out that 
positions are available and that in. 
tcrested persons should apply. 
John Harrisingh, chairperson of 
'he Hilltop Policy Board and Liberal 
Arts representative said, ''She (Carol 
Winn) is qualified because she was 
elected by the board. 
''The full matter will not be resolv· 
ed until the Hilltop '!olicy Board 
meets Monday as planned.'' 
The meeting is scheduled to take 
place in · Armour J .. Blackburn Stu-
dent :Center. 
Emory Calhoun, president of 
Howard University Student Associa-
tion, said ''A rally has been call· 
cd, ''in regards to this issue. 
Calhoun said he is only trying to . 
serve the best interest of the student 
population.' 
"What 1 am attempting to do is get 
them (Carol Winn and the former 
editors) to sit down and discuss mat· 
ters. I am trying to best serve the 
Howard community at large.'' 
Calhoun added t~at he does not 
plan to attend the rally today. 
According to the thrcc·page list Of 
grievences submitted by the former 
editors to the Hilltop Policy Board, 
the ;'strike was called October IS, 
and will continue until our demands 
are met." 
The grievence only lists one , de· 
mand, Winn's resignation as 
editor·in·chief. 
In their grievence they allege that 
with ''Carol Winn at the helm of the 
Hilltop, a trend of incompetance on 
her behalf has set the stage for what 
could be a disastrous year for the 
newspaper.'' 
Winn said, ''We have been having 
problems for awhile. The staff claims 
that Lanita (Pace, managing editor) 
and I are insensitive. That we don't 
want to listen and that we are holding 
the reigns too tight.'' 
Karen Malina White captures the Miss Howard University pageant 
1
'The editors have done a good 
job. That's not to say that someone 
else ca{l't do the job as well as 
they, ''said Winn. 
Co11itinued on paae 9 
audience. 
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Bison Look toWin 
Marcus ~arren 
Hilltop Staff Reporier 
The Bison come off two tough 
losses as they get ready for tomor· 
row's Homecoming game against 
Virginia State. Howard lost to South 
Carolina State two weeks ago 27·21, 
and fell to Division II Winston.SaJem 
State 12· 7 last week . 
The Bison are having a dismal 
season thus far, with four losses in as 
many tries . If one is to go by 
Howard's past Homecoming perfor· 
mances, t}\ey may be in for a rough 
time Saturday. 
Two year's ago against Norfolk 
State, the Bison were driving for what 
would have been the winning score. 
When Howard failed to score inside 
the Spartans 20, they sent in second 
string kicker Perky Warner to at· 
tempt the field goal. The kick was 
blocked and a Norfolk State player 
ran the ball back for a touchdoWn to 
give them a 19· 12 win over the Bison. 
In last year's contest against North 
Carolina A & T, the Bison were total· 
ly outclassed as they fell 23·7. The 
only bright spot in that game was 
when then freshman Harvey Reed 
run back a kick off 99 yards for 
Howard's only touchdown . 
Even though the Bison have took· 
eel anemic on offense lately, they had 
a minor resurgence against South 
Carolina State. They lapsed last week 
when the offense failed to score on 
w.ss. . 
Sports Director Ed Hill says the 
Bison are ready for a win. But 
Howard is hurting . Freshman 
quarterback Lee DuBose is listed as 
probable for the game, but early 
season starter Leon Brown may be 
healthy enough to call the signals for 
the Bison on SatU.rday. 
Sophomore fullback Ronnie Epps 
is definitely out with a knee injury. 
On the offensive line, Pat Boyd will 
be back to claim his left guard spot, 
and freshman Todd Micklejohn may 
be able to give a few snaps. 
''They're going to be the two best 
offensive linemen that ever played at 
Howard,'' said Hill, referring to 
Mickeljohn and Boyd . Harvey Reed 
will be back in his original tailback 
slot. Replacing Epps at fullback will 
be Keith Wilkins, who had 47 yards 
on seven carries in last week's loss. 
The Trojans are led on defense by 
senior defensive end James Ward 
from .H.D. Woodson High School 
here in the District. Their other 
defensive standout is senior defensive 
tackle Rudy Goodwine. 
On offense, the ones to watch are 
junior runningback Von Allen and 
sophomore quarterback Sam Taylor. 
The Trojans defense has been 
especially tough this season, giving up 
only 66 points in 6 games. They are 
weak on the offensive side of the ball 
however. 
They have only scored 85 points, 
30 of them coming from either special 
teams or on defense. 
What ever the outcome, this 
should be a homecoming game to 
remember. Hopefully the memories 
will be good. 
• 
• 
• 
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football team on to a victorious Homecomlna same qalllll, Vlral•18 
State. Lanita Pace 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
A study released by the Depart· 
ment of Health and Human Services 
Wednesday reported that Blacks suf· 
fer significantly higher rates of 
cancer. heart disease and infant mor-
tality which the rei>ort attributed to 
Black lifestyle and lack of knowledge 
about these diseases. 
''Much of the health gap suffered 
by minority Americans - perhaps 
even most of it • is related to 
knowledge and to lifeStyle, '' said 
Health and Human Services 
Secretary Mar1aret Heckler. · 
"Smoking, alcohol, diet and <ibesi· 
ty are clearly linked to the higher 
cancer, cirrhosis, cardiovascular. in· 
fant mortality and other disease rates 
afflictina our minorities,'' said 
Heckler. 
The report, compiled by HHS's 
Task Force on Black and Minority 
Health, identified six health aieas 
that account for more than 80 percent 
of the total disparity in health status. 
They are: cancer, cardiovascular 
disease and stroke, chemical 
dependency, diabetes, homicide and 
accidents, and infant mortality. 
Cardiovascular diSCJlSe remains the 
number one killer for all Americans. 
Howc;_ver, the total heart disease 
death rate for blacks is greater than 
the rate far whitC'i. The disparity bet-
weenBlack s and W'.tites for cancer-
related dwbs appears to be increas· 
ing, accordina to tbe report. 
ROTC Budget Decreases " 
l 
Ctlu1ndra Ward 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ing Corps (ROTC) is a program that 
provides colleae-traincd offlcen for 
the U.S. Army, the Army Natlooal 
Guard and the Army R.!!11 ,.e. 
Despite the increase in military ex· Accordina to Dinklm, Ille U.S. Ar-
pcnditures, funds for the university's my Instructor Group at•Howant bu 
ROTC detachment have been three distinct bucta111. It recci~• 
decreasins. Even thouah the overall allotments from !he univenity, !he 
The leodin1 cause of death for military budget bu not~ined, . First ROTC Rqlon H....,._ ll 
black ma'a •rs lS to 44ia homicide. th~ are certain areas w here Ft. Brau, NC, and tram kl ·~ 
The chance of becomi"4 a homicide have be "cats to put f••wts the port InstaU.tion'' at Ft. lalVClit, V~ 
victim for white persons IS one in 240- Chief of Staff ~ the Secrelary of Funds from the unlvenit)' pnMdo 
for blacks ud other non·whites, the the Army think they are no•ded moot, civilian help such u no:µlalilll, 
chance is one in 47. .said Colome! Roll11t L. Dlnklm, pro- someoperalional ••1'111ies, tlhJhGF' 
i•ssor or pdlllary ICi ...e. 
Coadnued 08 pep 1 The Army Reserve Officer Train- C.ll sd • ' Ja I 
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Maryland Congressman Parrerl Mitchell retires from role as one of our country's few Black legislators. 
f . 
No Fun~ Increases In 15 Years 
Continued from page 1 
ex~e~~~·s, and mora~e-s upport type 
act1v1t1es for lhe students Dinkins 
said. I ' 
At the end of the ~ear, some unus-
ed money from ottler programs is 
sometimes channelle¢ to ROTC at re-
quest . However: he !said, the school 
has made no budget increase since 
·' _1~70 and as a result, the budget is 
inadequate. I 
''Therefore, we have to involve the 
students in fundralsing projects in 
o rder to get money/ for activit ies to 
promote ROTC o.n carrtpus, as well 
as for activities th t are of an ex-
·tracurricu lar natur . These are vital-
ly important to th socialization of 
the cadets into the Army ." 
The school's fu~dingi has not in-
creased in 15 years 1and the budgest 
have been decre r sing, Dinkins 
continued . 
The a llowance from Regional 
Headquarters. he ex.plained, is used 
primarily for publicity and C~dre and 
cadet travel expenses. The decrease in 
·funds is reflected in fewer r~Crulting 
activities and deletion of certain 
curricula-enhancement activities in-
cluding visiting assessing other 
ROTC detachments and mini-courses 
for the Cadre. 
''The deletions don 't have ritajor 
adverse affects on instruction quali-
ty, but they d6 have adverse affect s 
on the development of a stronger 
Corps.'' 
The money from the third source, 
the ''Support Installation' ' at Ft . 
Belvoir, is expended for uniforms, 
government vehicles, and '' logis1ic 
support'' such as typewriters and 
reproduction machines . As a result of 
inadequate funds from Ft . Belvoir, 
the program can only but the amount 
of uniforms and equipment for which 
it has money, he explained . 
However, at tl}e end of the year, 
the ''Support -Installation'' is 
sometimes able to transfer unused 
funds from other activities it suppons 
to Howard's ROTC detachment. 
Budge! cu1s affect all ROTC 
de1achmen1s in r~spective regions and 
under particular support installa-
tions, said Dinkins. However, those 
cuts vary. There are four ROTC 
regions of different sizes in the U.S. 
and its territories. Cuts are based on 
what the Commander of the ROTC 
fee ls a particular region can afford. 
'' I don't see any changes coming 
that wil l be dras1ic in either way. 
Therefore, I would not expect the 
changes in the budgets to have a 
drastic impact on the ROTC depart-
ment," Dinkins said. 
However, he continued, he would 
''really like to see a notable increase 
-. in the funding from Howard to pre-
vent students fro m using valuable 
ti~e. on fundraisers to support 
leg1t1mate school activities.'' 
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NEWSWATCH I 
Movements 
Americans led by college students 
from Berkeley in California to Brown 
in Rhode Island joined together 10 
fast and raise funds to fight famine 
Wednesday as the United States join-
ed \50 other nations in observing 
World Food Day. 
All funds from the fifth World 
food Day will go to USA For Africa 
· to aide some ISO million people star-
ving in Ethiopia, Sudan and two 
dozen other nations . · 
''Students have to do more,'' said 
Amy Carter, daughter of former 
President Jimmy Carter and a 
freshman at Brown University, dur-
ing a rally . 
Caner, who is the leader of the Na-
tional Student Campaign against 
hunger, said, ''We have to send a 
powerful message around the 
world.'' 
''I'm invdlved in (his because it in-
volves the most basic of human 
rights, the right to live. We cannot af-
ford to lose anymore people to 
hunger . 
A three and one half foot plaster 
foot that read ''Stamp Out Hunger'' 
was unveiled . It will be signed by 
students at colleges and universities 
across Rhode Island and then sent to 
thC select committee on hunger of the 
House of Representatives .in 
Washington . 
At Rutgers University in New 
Brunswick, N.J., S,731 students 
fasted durinR the lunch period. 
Students from area universities 
converged at Lafayette Park, accross 
from the White House, Friday for a 
mass rally to protest against apar-
theid and U.S. foreign policy that 
supports it . . 
Organized by the D.C. Student 
Coalition against Apartheid and 
Racism (SCAR) the rally! was part of 
a nation-wide activity by gourps par-
ticipating in the National Anti-
Apartheid Protest D~y, initiated .by 
the American Committee on Africa 
-and student organizations. 
Most of the local participantss, in-
cluding students of Howard, 
Catholic , Georgetown, George 
Washington, and George Mason 
universities, UDC, the University of 
Maryland and Western Virginia 
Wesleyan College, held rallies on 
their respective campuses, then 
gathered in thee part to express 
solidarity with the South African 
liberation movement . 
More than 200 protesters wearing 
red ribbons, tee-shirts with ''Students 
United Against Apartheid'' print¢ 
on them, and carrying signs and 
posterss as visual symbols of solidari-
ty, responded heartily to speakers 
and chaned along with their calls to 
''free Azania, South Africa'' and for 
''power t~ the ~pie.'' 
Josephine · Butler of the D .C. 
Statehood Party, Dr. Sylia Hill of the 
Free South Africa Movement, a 
representative of the Gry Panthers, 
Mthozami Xipho, of the South 
African Student Committee, and 
several student representatives ad-
dressed the crowd in support of J he 
swift end to apartheid. 
l 
• l 
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Cecillia Hamm, vice president of 
the .S. Student Asociation said that 
people think that "students only' 
want to graduate and make money.'' 
But there has been a resurgence 
among students to address social 
issues, and students have the time, 
concern, and the least consequences 
to suffer for acting, she said. 
Greg Moore, former president of 
the U.S. Student Association insisted 
that students have the capacity to 
make change, noting how instunnen-
tal students were with sit-ins and 
other demonstrations during the Civil 
Rights movement of the 1960s. He 
said, ''Students of this nation won't 
stnd for facism in the 1980s and refer-
ring to Dr. Martin L. King Jr., urg-
ed students to ''keep the movement 
going.'' 
More anti-apartheid activities will 
be scheduled for the near future said · 
Marty Ellington, executive director of 
D.C. SCAR. He added that the 
establishing of SCAR on Howard's 
campus is being attempted Chris 
Gomes, a student of the University. 
• 
Vote Fraud 
An all-white federal jury broke a 
five-day deaQ.lock Wednesday and 
convicted civif rights worker Spiver 
Gordon of four counts in a Justice 
Department vote fraud case Black 
leaders considered ''a witchhunt." 
''Existing studies lead to the con-
clusion that the quality of schooling 
in the United States actually did 
decline during the 1970's,'' the report 
stated. 
• . 
1:'he study, ''Edu~atipn iq , ~e 
United States: 1940-1983,'' is one of 
the bureau's special analytical ex-
aminations of demographic and 
socioeconomic treiids. It was written 
by Dave O'Neill, assistant chief for 
socioeconomic studies of the 
bureau's center for demographic 
studies, and Peter Sepielli, a statisti-
cian at the center. 
In arguing for a ''substantial 
decline in the achievement levels of 
high school students'' between the 
late 1960s and the present, the cen-
sus study said the drop cannot be ex-
plained by changes in the average 
natural ability of students or by 
changes in the content of such tests 
as the scholastic aptitude· tests. 
''Something about the behavior of 
the schools (or the way the school 
controlled the behavior of the stu-
dent) contributed to change," the 
study said. · , 
The report, citing a number of dif-
ferent sources, said there have been 
declines in the amount of homework 
assigned, in the amount of class time 
spent directly on relevant school 
work, in the length of the school day, 
school year and a lessening of tex.-
tboQk ''demand levels." 
Gordon, a 46-year-old Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference Of- . According to the study research 
fleer, was convicted of two counts of indicates that the fmanciai return in 
mail fraud and providing false infer- receiving a college education declin-
mation to election officials . ed in the late 1960's and early·1970's. 
''I am still as innocent as I was ~"This was ''possibly due to the surge 
t when I walked in the courtroom on of inexperienced college graduates in-
day one,'' Gordon said. ''But this is to the 13:bor market as the baby-boom · 
round one and we're going to see it generation entered the labor force'' 
through. The court has spoken but as well as ''shifts in the demand oc-
almighty God has. not spoken.:, ~upations · requiring college training,'' 
The jury, which had acquitted 1t stated. 
Gordon of nine counts on Saturday o h fi d · f h · 
acquitted him of five other count~ clu· dte- etrhe,npooin1gsfroo t eh. rehportll 10-Wednesday. · ~ w .ic co ege 
U .S. District Judge E .B. Halton _s~ud~nts ~e. drawn.1s going to con- . 
Jr. granted a mistrial Wednesday· _JJn~ti~until -~ =d·.-o~, 
because the jury-eould-DOt decid c~ntury b~_t 1n the coming years the , 
h _ . • 
00 II>ilrdcchne"Ulem""tary school 
t rce counts, consp1r~cy, mail fraud enrollments is likily to °t~d and begin . 
and a charge of voting more than rising again as the ''mini-boo •• 1 
once. . m • 1 
The Justice \ Departmeni's . in- childre.n of the ba~y ~mer~, enter i 
vestigation of a voter registration sch~I •• ~d the~e is a de~rute nar-=-._ : 
campaign in west-central Alabama's rowing;: of ~ch1evement differences : 
"black belt" has been deno ed b between White ~d Blacks stud!"'ts ' 
· al Bl 1 unc, 1 • Y and other ethnic subgroups since ' natJon ack eaders as a wit- 1976 ''but at ·1 "al lik As I 
chhunt'' designed to intimidate Black • a~ aci - e pace.- ,, : 
voters and weaken minority political . of 1983, large differences remain.. ! 
power in the south. · • 
Eight people were indicted in the But it said some non-school fac- ! 
Alabama vote fraud probe, three in tors, including an increase in the : 
Perry County and five in Greene average family size, the increase in ! 
County. But the government's cases single parent families and two-earner j 
produced only acquittals and families may have reduced parental 
mistrials until this week. ' ''inpllt'' received by students taking ' 
the SAT. 
Census 
The Census Bureau said Wednes-
day its survey has confinned that the 
public was right in perceiving a 
~ecline in the quality of American 
Education during the 1970's. 
The Census Bureau also stated in 
a report that the financial rewards of 
a college education, which has declin-
ed over the past decade, may again 
be on the rise. 
Fight Apartheid 
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Frenc Colony 
Set In 1 ependence Goal 
Funwako lamlni 
Hilltop Staff cporter 
New Caledonia's pt. 29 General 
El~ons aimed at' es ablishing an in-
ternal autonomy that will lead the ter-
ritory to ''independj ncc in associa-
tion'' with France by 1987, has 
\s;enerated new prot~s between the 
Kanaks (indigenous pie) and the 
French settlers, according to 
Associated French ~ress CAFP). _ 
New Caledonia i$ a group of 
islands in the South r:acific. With a 
papulation of 150,000, the Malena-
sians (now as Kana s) make up 43 
percent followed by he French set-
is of Asians and ·Pol esians. 
According to AFP1 the Rassemble-
ment Pour de Caledonia dans ta 
Republique (RPCR~)' won 21 of the 
42 ~ts of New Cal conia's General 
Assenib!y followed the Liberation 
Kanakc-Socialiste with 11 scats and 
the .rest went to t~e five smaller 
parties. I_ 
According to K~thrine Coluna, 
deputy press sccretaly at the French 
Embassy, the Fron de Liberation 
National Kanak socialitiste 
(FNLKS) which boycotted the elec-
ti'!ns, is demandin8, among other 
things that France s~ould recognize 
the FNLKS as a repEsentative body 
of the Kanak peop)e d that only the 
Kanaks must be allo
1 
ed the right to 
''self-determination'' a statute 
establishing an indei>endent state. 
She went On to s3y that FNLKs 
generally favor indcPendence for the 
" territ<:"'ry .w~le the other groups fonn 
a ma1onty 1n favor of maintaining 
the status quo. 
.FNLKS also clai that the greater 
percentage of land ''is owned by 
French settlers. A so, the group 
alleges that the Grois National Pro-
duct <PNP) is skewtjl in favor of the 
Europeans who re<.jeive 55 percent 
while the Kanaks rcceiye only five 
percent. · 1 
According to Columna, the April 
1985 bill which came to law in 
Auaust, among other things, 
\ 
und.erlines a new administrative 
structure during the transition period. 
New Caledonia will be divided in-
. to. four regions. Each of these regions 
will be administered by a regional 
council elected by a universal 
franchise. f' 
Regional councils will have 
authority on numerous matters in-
volving all governmental and social 
activities . 
Regions will be entitled to enter in-
to contracts with the State (territory 
government) . 
Me~ber~ of the four regional 
councils will form a territorial con-
gress . The High Commissioner will 
be responsible for preparing 
measures to be submitted to the con-
gress and for implementing them 
once they arc approved. 
According to Coiunna 73 percent -
of the country's Gross National Pro-
duct (GNP) is generated through the 
nickel, New Caledonia's number one 
source of income. 
She also said that during the Oc-
tober 1984 riots, the Kanaks used the , 
mine as a major weapon of protest . 
This, according to Colunna led to the 
French government to send about 
7,000 troops into the territory that .:-
resulted to more than 20 Kanaks 
massacred and more than I 00 are still 
in prison. 
The Kanak leader, Tjadou Jean~ 
Marie, P.aid several visits to France to 
persuade the government to minimize 
!he turmoil in the territory by ·draw-
ing a new constitution that will allow 
New Caledonia to gain its total in · 
depencc instead of the ''in-
dependence by association'' .. Accor· 
ding to· Susanna Ounie, member of 
FNLKS: when President Francois 
Mitterand visited New Caledonia in 
January, his interest was not to listCn 
to the greviances of all the concern-
ed parties but to end the strike so that 
the economv will start working aaain . 
''We will not allow two govern-
ments in one co.untry," said Ounic. 
''The Kanaks arc demanding a total 
independence not an independence by 
association.'' 
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CSA Pres. 
Suzie Petenon • 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Feelings of shock and disbelief 
were expressed by members of the 
Carribean Student's Association 
(C.S.A.) when Christopher Clarke, 
president, announced that he was iil-
cligible because he is not a registered 
student during a meeting last Friday 
in the engineering auditorium. 
111111. The C.S.A. 's constitution states, 
,,, ''All officers must be Howard 
University students and currently 
registered .. .'' Clarke said that he 
was unaware of this requirement and 
, • was registered at the beginning of the 
semester. However, due to ''unfor-
. seen contingencies'' he had to 
withdraw from his classes. 
''The question now is should I stay 
or should I go,'' said Clarke. 
''Several members have indicated to 
me that they want me to stay in of-
fice. But, I am concerned about the · 
precedent that such an action should 
set.'' 
So far Clarke said that he has 
tendered his resignation to the ex-
ecutive committee but they have not 
accepted it. A special meeting has 
· 1 been arranged to discuss ~ternative 
steps. An emergency meeting for the 
general body has been scheduled for 
Friday in order to further discuss the · 
alteril.atives. 
According to Sharon Leonce, vice-
president, at least 50 copies of the 
conS'litution will be distributed to the 
members to inform them about the 
ramifications of the situation. 
''In a way I'm glad this haP.pen-
ed, '' said Clarke. The whole incident · 
could draw the association closer and 
stronger and that a stance for ''uni-
ty and integrity'' would be reinforc-
ed, he added. 
Lconce said the feed back she 
received has been understanding and 
sympathy. She also said that the feel-
ings of apathy once experienced has 
turned to activity . 
''People.._ who never even kiiew that 
a constitution existed are now asking 
for copies,'' she said. ''This has really 
sparked a greater intetcst"".' ' ' · Rf"presenta~e Walter .E. Fauntro>L greets a supporterf of the anti-apartheid movement . \ ' . 
• • 
So. African Campaign 
Kuae Nod Kekb port Project, and other ant1-
Hilltop Staff Reporter apartheid groups, said HUSA 
officials. 
The Howard University Student In an effort to provide a continous 
Association (HUSA) will be laun- . outlet for information, HUSA's aim 
ching a continuous Free South Africa is to educate Howard students, the 
campaign throughout the ·campus Administration said. 
between Oct. 21 and 25 to educate ''We will be having weCkl}'· 
students about the system of apar- literature tables set up in Blackburn 
theid in South Africa and to motivate Center to"disseminate information to 
them to show suppart for protests. the students and keep them updated 
Spearheaded by the South,_ African on what is going on,'' Moore said 
Initiative Committee,· a group adding, that the fact sheets that wili 
organized through the student Cam- be distributed will also give historical 
pus Senate, the campaign will focus data on the development of 
on South Africa, its problems and its apartheid. 
progress. ~·Also, we are going to place a cof-
The campaign pro8rams, entitled fin on the ya.r.d to give a constant 
''Spotlight on South Africa,'' are reminder to the students about what 
HUSA's efforts to develop a steady is going on in South Africa,'' Moore 
influx of information to the campus' added. . ' 
on a long term basis, said HUSA . Throughout the schdor year,' 
officials. HUSA will be sponsoring monthly 
A memorial service will take place programs to help eliminate possible 
Wednesday in the University's An- confusion about South Africa ac-
drew Rankin Memorial Chapel to tivities and to disseminate infonna-
honor all those who have died under tion to the students. 
the hand of apartheid. "We are doing this not just for 
According to Bryant Moore, Vice glamour or hype, b'Ut we are trying 
President of HUSA, the service will to cultivate a higher consciousness,'' 
feature such speakers as: Reverend said Moore. - · 
Ronald Austiri., EduCation and Com- He said that there are two distinct 
munity Affairs Minister at Shiloh groups at Howard when it comes to 
Baptist Church in Northwest supporting the movement against 
Washington; Delegate Walter Faun- apartheid. 
troy; and Father Nathaniel Porter, ''There is a group that is very con-
Episcopal Minister at Rankin Chapel. cerned and very diligent in their at-
Wednesday evening HUSA will titudc about helping out. Then there 
continue with a red ribbon campaign arc others who just pick up the paper 
beg~ by last year's HUSA ad- and read about it and that's all. What 
~jn1stration headed by Chris we .have to do is manifest our support 
Cathcart and Manotti Jenkins. Red publicly, even if we can not con-
ribbons will be distributed to· par- tribute directly to the fight in South 
ticipants, aswellastothecntirecam- Africa," he said. 
pus community to be worn in suppart HUSA is comtcmplatina having a 
of the movement against apartheid. major march from Howard's campus 
"This (distributing ribbons) was a to the South Africa Embassy, 
good idea for something to have the however no plans have been finaliz-
impact that it should. This will also ed, Moore added. 
help us in the effort of continuity," . ''Too many students are concern-
Moore said. ed. about graduating, getting a job, 
Following the memorial service, a and that's it ... without contributing 
prayer vigil will be held at the to the elevation of black people 
flagpale in the center of the main worldwide. I hate to say it, but that 
campus in memory of those who died is a very difficult barrier to tear 
or were injured in South Africa. down,'' Moore said. 
HUSA's attempt tO" involve in- Among the many things HUSA is 
- <!ividual students in the movement is doinl. to protest apartheid is. the 
extending to organizations as well. boycott of Coke products. 
1be Association will sponsor a forum ''This is a symbolic aesture show-
in the Blackbum center in conjunc- ina our disapproval of all companies 
tion with the African Students in South AfriCa. We are selecting 
Association and the Caribbean Coke because there are Coke 
Students Assocation Oct. 24. As a machines on campus. Coke Is doinl 
follow-up to an Azania upClate that thinp to help apinst. apartheid, but 
took place Jut month, the forum will yet they still have investments there. 
provide an update on the events Since students drink Coke a lot, this 
which have since transpired and con- is somethina thiy can relate to on an 
tinue to take place in South Africa. individual level," Moore said. 
A rally will be conducted at noon HUSA "\!11 be distributing fact 
Oct. 25 to muster I'' rter support for sheets to stuilents in the future d<tail-
tbe battle qalnat apartheid. Amo11,1 inl companies with investments in 
those invited will be members of South Africa and ursinl students not 
TransAfrica, the South African Sup- to patronize them . 
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Lett r from the 
'\1 \\'hat starte as a gr1;at beginninJ1; for ·The 
Hi)ltoo .•i~w.pai>c · Lhis r9~5-l:lo schoor year has 
turnea into 11n 1s 11e out OJ control. 
As Editor-1n-C 1ef of tfl1s p11per I have assum-
ed resP.onsibiljtie~ which 1nclu<fe supervising and 
mapag1ng ~tatf ·and, ~ong other requ1re~ents, 
see111 tQ 1t that I students, faculty and t e ad-
mirusfra\1on have a l\ewspaper to read ea~h riday. 
Ip trying to do .1th1s l have had to make certain 
Prc1sions about t~e editorial thrust of the paper, 
1t s news content aqd P.ersonnel . In mY efforts to 
~xerc~se this. ~uthor1ty I have .b~n crit1i;ized as be-
ing ''1nsens1t1ve'' lana not w1ll1ng to listen to my 
fellow staff members. This 1s not true. 
All of us at H~'ward are strivipg to be the best 
students that we are capable of being and that 
means drawing - ~ e line a11d ''sticking to your 
gups'' when neceh' sary. This is. what I have been 
ao1ng. 
Tliere have bee claims (on vicious flyers ~ass­
ed. around CllmP\\S yesterday) th~t ''The ~di or1al 
editor was fired oycause Winn oes not tee that 
all editorials shou d relate to B ack peoP.le." l understand Howard is a predominately Black 
school and I also understand that there are a)l typ~s 
of Blacks. But wllen someone refuses to invite opi-
nion from those l!lla~ks, for instance conservative 
Blacks, then a bias 1s created. · 
The editorial s~ction · is a vehicle through which 
all types of Blacks from various baci\grounds can 
voice their opin1oj1s. To be narrow minded anc;I in-
~apable of seein 1,subst11nce in anothe~'s. opinions 
1s dangerous. 1s denies one the pr1v1le~e of a 
' 
-- ---- . 
• 
' 
I 
Editor 
wide body .of kn9wledge, wjthout which an 
underStfl.ndtng \.'1 · ..:dCl! v1.l._ .. -~~ ........ v" be acr;_ompl1~hed. 
There !)ave been problems h~re because ~f the 
use of facilities not our own. Efforts to. coor 1Qate 
the use of Qther equ1pm~pt . and 1nsut 1c1ent 
materials available from statt members prevented 
smooth. oper;tt1ons of the paper. 
Iti1s V1):tual1y impossible to carry out expeditious 
pub,1cat1on of a pape{ when staff me,mbvefs are 
. unwilling to acceP.t dec1sion_s a11d directives o fered 
by myse1f and Man11g1ug Editor ~3Ilita Pace 
. We have a~espons1bilily to publ1~h a ~11pertl}at 
1s acc.urate, acrual and amon 9tper tr;i1n s, n-ter~st1ngdto. t e student and a~011n1strat1vi: ~oJy. 
. i,...ops1 er1ng what we as a staff have to do here 
It .IS incumbent UrOI\ US to try and WOfk ou{ 
gr1c;vances w1th9u disparagement .and thr\:ats; 
while remeqiber1ng that we nave a JOb to do. 
Today tb1s.1ob was to get out a. P.aper tc;> the 
students. W1tr;iout •proper m'1ter1als (art1cles, 
phhotos ~tc. which were witn,held by those editors 
Y' o dec1cled to leave) it ~as, to say the least, a try-
1ng_exper1ence but not 1nsurmountabl~. 
This (keeping of articles) :was µnfair to thQ~e 
report~rs who worked so dil1gently to ma~e this 
a go9d ap r, a d to the stuae body w o has 
the ·r1ghf t.o ~~ in?ormed. In an e?tort to sa otage 
the publ1cat1on of the papc;r they (former 
employees) have l)urt themselves 1n more ways than 
one <1nd disappointed. those who \VOU(d have en-
JOY~d, even m . re . this Homecomtng issue. 
Neverth r''~~ . · ~nse rPm?.!r ;'lll stal"f memhers and 
' 
Letters to the Editor • 
• 
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• 
Qth~r sµpporters who had thi; c;>m~itment and 
echc<tt1nn to s~1ck it out regardless Q internal pro-
blems that w1l an<.l 11.;..-c :,.~n rect1 1ed, o~glit to 
be coqimende rather than threate ed w·t -harm 
Lo \heir repµ 1 ations via what ! may ge calle ''t'er-
ronst'' tactics. 
·rq 1111 concerned (advertis~rs, stude~s, faculty! 
adm1n1st;_,,;:ip and omers) ~ecause o .Perso.nne 
cl} ges which took p 119e this Week, he Hilltop 
w1ifr)ln abbreviated e 1t1ons for abn11t a wee~ un-
til other staff members are selecte<J. 
WHAT WE HAVE HERE 
is A FAiLURf. TO 
_ (OMMUNiCATE ~ 
Pqe5 
• 
' 
• 
• 
Editor: 
A great deal has been w itten and stated 
regarding the current sta~e of stuilenl (as 
well as ttructor) apathy here at Howard 
Univer . While it is clearly evident that 
1he lev of st udent polilical protest is 
down cdn1pared to pas, years, I don't 
believe that this lack of flivity indicates 
complete satisfaction wi~ the Reagan o r 
Cheek administrations. Many students 
" believe tha1 this trend is ot so much the I 
res!Jlf of apathy but an irpportant shift in I 
the thinking and lifestyl of the Howard 
student body at large. 
things of economic substance. Although 
many ot us will graduate and get nice cars 
or apartment_s; we are not, as a race, hav-
ing too great an economic impact. 
your reporters covered the panel discus-
sion '' Is Christianity a White Man's 
Religion''. 
She Slated 1hat one of the Speakers was 
gi\•ing the ''Muslim prespec1ive. •• 
The case in poin1 is the distric1 with a Therefore indicating and suggesting that 
70 percenl Black po,pula1ion that owns cl1 is was the viewpoint or Musli1ns. 
less lhan 7 percent of all land , and I \\'ill openly like to say to the Howard 
posesses only 9,000 Black owned . co1nmunity as \llell as 1he readers in 
businesses ou1 or a 101al of at leas! ' general, that this speaker represented a 
100,000. rThe census bureaus just publish- I group kno\l"n a~ the Nation of !sla in 
ed figures reporting ''good news for the ·. \Vhose ' 'ieu·s are no! accep1ed. nor 
Black community ." Since 1977 Black represen1ative or the Muslim \Vor ld . 
owned businesses are up 47 pcrcen1 (total Islam as a religion has adhere11s '>''hich 
33"9,000), but the BAD news is that of 11umber 011e billion or more World-wide. 
these busine~ses, 95 percent employ only! There is a religious vieW; and this must 
the owner, only 39,000 ha·d any paid . be sup ported b}' the Hol y-Q uran 
employees ottier than the owner. Further, (/\o1uslims' Holy Book} not by 1he words 
only 1,129 acheived receipts of $1,000,000 or teachings of a ma'n kno"'n to us as Eli-
or more . Nearly half had to1al sales of jah Mlthammad. 
Whenever I come back to Howard 
for a visit, I otiserve the current stu-
dent populace and convel}ely, reflect 
upon my own days as an 
undergraduate. t lpo.n such 
retrospect, what I r.tmember ·most is 
a feeling of privelege, hard work, and 
enjoyable experiences . I really 
treasure my days as an undergraduate 
because they passed swiftly, and were 
productive. Productivity is the bot-
tom line, for time spent at this univer-
sity is worthless and wasted unless 
there arc progressive degrees of pro-
ductivity behind each day, week, 
month, semester, and year spent at 
Howard. A casual observer can come 
to Howard, make his visit a com-
prehensive one, and draw conclusions 
that more than likely would leave· a 
fairly positive light on the Universi-
ty. However, a knowledgeable 
observer like myself can mjlke the 
same type· of visit and can objective-
ly conclude that, in comparison to the 
reputation the university has built in 
the past, 'there is something wrong 
here. The.re is a general feeling of 
strength and superiority abounding 
since the publishing in Ebony 
magazine of an article lauding 
Howard as ''A Unique Center of Ex-
cellence'' (September 1985). And if 
one considers alumni achievements, 
distinguished faculty, ;1 strong ad-
ministration, and up-tempo facilities 
as the yardstick by which excellence 
is measured, then ''a unique center of 
excellence'' is an accurate descrip-
tion. But if the current student body 
is used either as the sole measuring 
tool, or the primary measuring tool, 
then describing Howard as ••a·unique 
center of excellence'' is nothing more 
they would take the necessary correc-
tive measures. Instead, they continue 
to prepetuate the commonly held 
belief that Black colleges and col-
legians are intellectually inferior by 
repeatedly performing at a subpar 
academic level. Furthermore, these 
individuals have the temerity to of· 
fer numerous excuses for their 
fai'lures, when , in all actuality, it is 
quite anachronistic to blame youth or 
inadequate secondary sc hool 
preparation for incompetent 
academic performance. Granted, 
everyone-is not a super intellectual, 
but anyone can be a good, solid stu-
dent if they put in the timel and 
necessary work , which may includ~ 
seeking assistance (not to be confus-
ed with cheating) . 
As 1,- a ''typical' ' 1ifth year senior, ap-
proach my May graduation date, I have 
turned my thoughts to ways in which my 
lengthy tenure here might have been im-
proved u'pon. Singularly, the area of rela-
tionships comes to mind as the sphere that 
would receive more attention than it did o: 
if I had it to do over again. Particularly, 
relationships with those that instruct us , 
and see us for a significant period of time 
Especially among b siness students 
th re is a great trend 10 ard the thinking 
tha !though the civil rights movement 
accom Jished a grea1 dCal ror minori1ies 
in America, the days ~1 f sit-iils, heated 
protests, and ''We Shal Overcome'' are . 
gone ror good, while the days of network -
ing parties, America Express Gold 
Cards, and BMW's are~- . Many s1duents' 
ir1 various schools and <?lieges on cam-, 
pus are beginniq.g to alize their own 
potential earnings as bout $20,000 or 
be11er starti ng salary, ith direct access 
to higher income areas Thus.it become! 
increasingly difficult t muster the en-
thusiasm necessary to sµppo rl campu! 
pro1es1 meetings, whil there is a G'reek 
show going on nearb , that is just as 
entertaining as it alwa 
1
s is . (As occurred 
~~:ry wC~~5o:~~ a1~!mt~~o :::~i=~~: 
ly in the shadow of a F(iday Greek show 
011 the yard). It appear tha1, ror the first 
"ti me, we HAVE bverc me a substantial 
number of obstaclei that face our 
predecessors on How~rd's campus . 
Unfortunately, for ire Black race as a 
whole, nothing could tf: rurther rrom the 
truth. Although Black~ are finding much 
easier access to corpqrate America, as 
well as other '' Yuppie~~· career paths, the 
state of retarded gro th of the Black 
economy continues. A ~hough Blacks are 
stalisically earning more than ever bcrore, 
our buying po"·er as a !race has increased 
only a fraction of t~at of our White 
counterparts over the srne period of time 
" (1911.1983). . I . i 
The tr.uth is that Blacks, and especial-
1-y tl1e '' Howard Elite't are finding it in-
creasingly easy to ac~'eive the trappings 
of success, while not/ actuallly gaining 
• 
$5000 or less. 
The point is that e.lthough Wr have 
come a long way, we can In no way af-
ford to become complacent regarding our 
. social or economic status in this country, 
or the world for that matter. The benefits 
that we have should be used to their 
greatest advantage to insure that the next 
generation will hav_e come as far as we 
have in comparison to our parents. This 
is the responsibility of our generation as 
a whole . Dollars from the Black com-
munity are still not being spent effective-
ly, the ghettos are still growing, and social 
welfare runding (including educational ' 
funding which affects us all) are con- I 
1inually shrinking. While we possess ' 
greater education and financial resourccc: , 
we are also becoming responsible fer p. 
wider range of services and program's 
which the government once provided. We 
can't afford to simply maintain our posi- · 
tions, but continue to strive for highert 
levels of personal and subsequently racial 
success. 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
I would like to sub111it an open Jettet 
to you r paper. It is in reference to your 
September 27 , edition in \\'l1 ich one of 
' 
Editor-in-Chief 
Carol D. Winn 
. . 
Managing Edito~ 
Lanita Pace I 
IDlJt Jf tlltnp 
Business Manager 
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Campus Editor 
Purvette ,Bryant 
Assis1.1nt Campus Edit 
Alison Bethel 
Assistant Photograph 
Edit Of 
Slacey Brown 
Mari,111 Dozier 
- . 
1 Assis~ant It 's Your He.11th Editor Fred.i S.1tterwhite ' 
Advertising Man.1ger 
Vernon Matlow 
' 
• 
Homecoming issu helpers : Wayne E. Jackson, former Hilltop photo 
editor· Btidgette L cy, former Hilltop feature editor; Kevin L . Will~ams, forme~ Hilltop pro uction director; and Hartt'ord Hugh, former Htllt?P 
proof reader. 
, I 
All letters-to-the-editor aff! read with inlerest, !hough space n1ay not allow us to print each 
one. Submissions sho~ d be lyped and ~ouble-~ced , and no longer thar: 5 .10 wofds. !he 
deadline for letlers is lilf:>nday S p.m. Wr11e: Tlie H1llt<>P. 2217 Fourth Str~, '~ W ., Wash1ng-
1on, D.C. 20059. ThC Hilltop reserves the right to edit all letters to the 
~~~;.,,,. .,.~,;ed on Je fd110r1•I fl'lftC ()(TM Hllltt" do nol ne<:~lly rr.flet'.t the opinion'! ol How.ltd Unive.Vty, ib 
-·····-· .. HI ...... r .... ·-..... _;· 
Therefore i1 should be n1ade known 
thal the Islamic point of vie'>'' " 'as not , 
nor have bee!'\ expressed a1 the panel 
discussion. I love Elijab Muhammad, and 
respect his follow~early, but Islam as 
a \vay of lire (religion) has been establish-
ed and existed " 'ay before Elijah Muham-
mad appeared on the scenes. 
The Nation of Islam was established to 
give us (Black-Am,ricans) a sense of n'a· 
tionalism incorporated with a religious 
foundation; therefore in ba[t!ing tho op-
pressors Whom happen to be of so-called 
Christian belief, and of a religion tha1 was 
basically European. It was necessary 10 
adopt a 1nore cu ltural tenel, but one not 
to1ally foreign to us as a people, so Islam, 
or I should say part of the Islamic view 
" 'as adopted and incorpora1ed, and this 
produced the Nation of Islam, under the 
leadership or the Honorable Elijah 
f\1uhammad (f\1ay Allahs' Peace be Upon 
Hin1). 
' 
11 is in1portan1 to unders1and that Eli -
jah Muhammad has laid the founda1ion 
for Islam to reach many of 1housand or 
people (predominately Black-Americans); 
but Islam as taught by the Holy Prophet , 
Muhammad, whom bro'ught to the world 
the great Quran, with over a billion or so 
Muslims world-wide, is now established 
in An1erica as well. 
So, the viewpoint of Islam is found and 
preached in the millions of M·asjids (Mos-
que, or Houses of Wbrship) of the 
l\1usli 1ns, not in the temples of the Na· 
tion of Islam, a Chicago base organiza-
tion, " 'ith a membership of only Black 
Americans claiming to be Muslims. This 
organization is \:>ut 50-years-old or so, and 
sl1all al"·ays have it s place in history, for 
its' major accom plishmenls. But this 
, orga nization is not 1he mouth-piece of 
Mu sl ims whose religion has been 
established for over 1400 years, or as we 
Muslims \•iew it, rrom the 1ime of Adam 
(Peace Be Upon Him) . 
I conclude tha1 it is only beritting 1hat 
this letter reach your readers. As an alum-
ni and Mc.;;lim, I feel you have offended 
one billion or so people world-wide. I 
sincerely believe 1hat the reporter was tru-
ly unaware of the situation; for Jesus 
s1ated (Peace Be Upon Him) that ''A 
good man out of 1he good treasures of his 
heart bringeth fon h that which is good; 
~nd an evil ~an out of the evil treasures 
of his heart bringeth forth that which is 
evil; for the abundancC of the heart his 
mouth speaketh. '' 
Luke 6:45 
Peace Your Brother and Supporter, 
Mr. Lionel Hamin 
• 
than a fallacy. · 
Ask any knowledgeable individual 
about an institution of higher learn-
ing, and in particular, which element 
of that institution is its focal point, 
or, in other words, what makes a 
university what it is, nine times out 
of ten , he or she will reply, in one 
form or another, ''the student 
body. " If Howard is to be in all ab· 
solute form, the true ''Capstone of 
Black Education,'' then ·a lot of the 
students here must get their act 
together. There.arc a good number of 
strong, academic-oriented, 
leadership-conscious students on the 
yard right now, but they are in a vast 
minority in comparison to the 
apathetic, unproductive, academical-
ly incompetent ''students'' that are 
enrolled at Howard now, or who us-
ed to be enrolled at Howard (because 
of academic suspension, they are no 
longer Howarditcs). 
This editorial is not meant to 
degrade anyone, but rather to in-
form, M:d in particular cases, awaken 
those of who are quilty of the 
negative actions as· stated above. 
These individuals who contradict the 
widely-held view of Howard as being 
a focal point of academic excellence · 
with frivolous behavior and irrespon-
sible actions, need to take a good 
look at themselves, straighten up and 
gct_down to business, or just leave, 
because all they arc doing is wasting 
time and ·money (both of which more 
that likely bclona to someone else). 
It cannot be said thaJ these in· 
dividuals know who they are because 
in most cases they do not. If they 
knew what they were doing, and the 
.ramifications of such behavior, then 
. ' 
Once again, this does not apply to 
the entire student body, but rather a 
select (and I use the term loosely) 
percentage. Those students who are 
holding the name of Howard high are 
to commended for their ac-
complishments, and encouraged to 
continue to exemplify the leade1 :.!tip 
and behavior that perpetuates the 
striving to.ward greater excellence. On 
the other hand, those who are 11ut, 
need to look in the mirror and 
discourage themselves from continu-
ing to ''perpetrate a fraud.' ' 
Harold W Hil l is a member of the 
clas!!. vf 1985 . 
In the past eleven months, Americans 
of many races have become increasingly 
concerned.with the racially discri1nina1ory 
practices or the Republic of South Africa. 
Apartheid, a poliCy of segregation :111d 
subjugation, is a 40-year-old S)'Slem 1ha1 
violates the basic political, economic, and 
human rights of the 70 pei"cent Black 1na-
jority in Sou1h Arrica. As a result of this 
policy, we have seen Black South 
Africans arres1ed, beaten , shot, and 
murdered by their ow 11 governmenl for 
seeking equality. Moreover, we have also 
unfortunately witnessed · an insensitive 
Uniteq States President shame his coun-
try by doing nothing 10 end the ever pre-
sent atrocities in South Africa. However, 
there are people who are avidly protesting 
the practices of the regime of South 
Africa's President Pieter Botha ever}·day. 
TransAfrica, led by Randall Robinson , 
has been the spark tha1 has ignited a fire 
of discontent throughout this country. 
Black Americans, as a people. are 
on a weekly basis. 
We who can benefit from the counsel, 
assistance, and valuable rererenccs that 
professors can give us should take the 
' worthwhile time to avail ourselves of the 
opportunity to get to know them, as well 
as to be known by them. Instead of emp-
1y, form-letter like references, one might 
obtain personalized letters that may make 
the . difference in one's employment 
endeavors. Of course, the receptivity and 
persoo.ality of the professors are para-
mouni Censideratio-ns, but given the op-
portunity, VISIT THOSE 
INSTRUCTORS!! 
Brian Scott Baskins 
• 
obligated by our history to keep the fire 
in the struggle against Apartheid burning. 
At Howard Universi1y, as a predominate-
ly Black institution, we are compelled to 
be fore- runners in the· movement to 
-abolish South Africa's oppressive system 
of Apartheid . Hundreds of Black South 
Africans have shown their commitm~nt 
againsl Apartheid~with their lives. It is 
time 1hat we as studen1s and facu lty ex-
pressed our commitment to ending thil 
policy of disenfranchisement . 
fr you are sincerely concerned about 
this issue, I hope 10 see you at my side 
Friday, November I , 1985 at the Embassy 
of the Republic of South Africa when the 
Undergraduate Studen1 Assembl,Y and 
TransAfrica sponsor ''Howard Universit) 
Against Apartheid.'' ~ • 
We may be of various religions, skin-
1ones. and economic status, but let it b< 
,aid that we stand as one in the fight fo1 
justice. 
Keith L. Henderson 
Undergraduate S1udent Assembly 
Coordinator 
\ 
• 
Letters to -the Edi tor 
must be submitted typed, 
double spaced and 
between 3'00 - 500 words 
.each Monday by 5-p.m. · · 
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The Hilltop has salari1:d positions available for editors, reporters and production personnel. 
. ' 
For further information and applications iriq\lire at the Hilltop Office beginning Monday, Oct. 
21, 1985. 
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Paae 6 
ntertainment 
Greeks, Give ' Show, 
Omeg and Deltas 
Step 
I 
ictorious . . 
Tuanda Want 
and 
William Chris ian 
Hilltop Staff Rep rtcrs 
• 
The Zetas ended their show with a 
rap, and repeatedly said ''Zeta's 
Revenge." . 
Phi Beta Sigma followed their 
sister sorority and entered the gym-
Each of the seven ~lack· Greek nasium through tents with blue 
organizations were rcp¢sented with covers and blinkers. The nine 
pride and emotion in t~is years an- members wore blue pants, blue boots 
nual Homecoming Gr k Show held and white tee shins with the Beta sign 
last Wednesday in Burr ymnasium. and a blue stripped cloth with the 
The gym was decora ed wifh col- symbol for Phi and Sigm:a. 
orful banners and post rs represen- During the Sigma's performance, 
ting each organization After more the Homecoming Committee rushed 
than five attempts to qu~t the crowd, out to clear the stairways: According 
the show finally begarl 35 minutes to security thi s was a fire hazard and 
with the new Miss Ho1Ward, Karen the fire department was expected to White, as mistress of ~eremony. arrive. Af1er the Sigma's show, a 
This year there were sFven entrants disagreement sparked between them 
compared to four last ypar .. The con- and the Ques because of a statement 
testants were judged op ofjginality, made by one of the Ques toward a 
preCision, overall performance, Sigma; although both parties rushed 
showmanship and co~placency. out of the gym, nothing physical 
The brothers of Ofllega Psi Phi occurred. 
fraternity began the show with a drop After an intermission performance 
to the floor in a ripplej They -prided by Phi Mu Alpha , the professional 
purple shirts and bei!!je pants with men of music, the sisters of Alpha 
. white gloves to offset 1heir entirety. Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori-
- During the Ques' erformance, ty, Inc. took the floor . EqU:ring by 
two young ladies bega to fight and way of a machine that distributed 
smoke, the ladies warned the crowd 
the Ques' ability to d a snak"elike that '' If a show you came to see, then 
motion returned the owd's atten-· a show it will be. ' ' 
tion. Included in their. ·Show was a The seventeen ladies entered Burr 
tribute to their founderi. The thirteen Gym off of the hit "Fly Girl." Tl\ey 
competitors stepped orf the _floor to were dressed in pink skii-t sets , pink 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
,.. 
I 
• 
• 
the chant, Alpha Chaqter, ''Que Psi masks, green shoes and green belts. 
Phi." ( After their s1eppin • show, the AKAs their canes and had very few e middle of their perfor-
Following the Ques lNere the ladies became serious about -what they feel The Kappas exited the Greek S , three Deltas from the 
of Alpha Chapter, Zeta Phi Beta. so dearly about ... their sorority. steppin and twirling. Howard University Gospel Choir 
Sorority who enterid the arena- Rearranging the words 10 the popular By the 'time the Kappas left, the substituted their own ' words to 
through a gatelike o al shape that song ''Secret Lover' ', the ladies add- ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Whitney Houston's, ''You Give 
read ''Zeta's Reveng ." The eight ed in reference to AKA , ''what we were ready to step for their sorors Good Love, " by saying ''Delta is a 
ladies, all in white juqipers and blue feel is oh so real . Their sorors ''skee and the crowd. The Deltas Came in· true love ." Sorors yelled and some 
belts performed to ~ug E. Fresh's weeed'' and yelled. to the gym through a board that had even teared up. The ladies exited on 
''Six Minutes Hit." Dpring their per· The brothers Of Xi Chapter, Kap: painted on it a red pyramid with ''Fly Girl'' with their hands forming 
formance, .an el~,tricfil pro~lem ~c· pa Alpha Psi Fraternity followed .the sunrays behind it and two black the pyramid 'symbol. The crowd 
curred, which misled ljhe audience in- AKAs. They Cafe in on Doug E. hands encompassing the pyramid. responded with ·standing ovations. 
to thinking it was a si;>ecial effect . A ffresh's ' 'Six Minutes'' from all cor- The ladies entered the gym off of Phil After the Delta's performance, 
Howard employee was injured and ners of ihe gym. The gentlemen, Collins' latest hit, ''In the Air ," ''the men of distinction'', Beta 
rushed to Howar1 University dressed in black slacks, a red bow tie, wearing red shades, red shoes, red Chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha made 
Hospital. - '------•re•d,;s;.u. s.;.p.en•d•e•r•s•a•nd-n•o•s•h•ir.ts•,•t•w•ir•le•d-•b•lo•u•ses..,.an_d•w-hi•te•t•w•o-p1•'e,;ceiop•an-t•seO:ti,s. their entrance. The last year's Greek 
1!111 i\ 'r...,1 
• 
• 
, • < 
• 
• 
• 
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1985-86 
ART AT NOON SERIES 
The Unirersity-Wi Cultural Committee presents a ,free 
ART AT NOONS RIES featuring the talent of Howard 
l.lniversily Fine Arts Graduate, Keyboardist, Composer an,d 
Arrange~ KIM JORDAN, accompanied by Vocalist 
·EVELYN HARRIS of Sweet Honey and The Rock . 
... 
·-·· ··_· ·~.:; ,::, · ~··'' 
' 
, 
' 
' 
• 
• 
_ .. 
show winners entered through an- First place was awarded to tbe 
cient tombs painted in black and ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma 
gold. Once the brothers were situated Theta.Sorority, and the noble lords 
they chanted, ''Behold Black of Alpha Chapter, Omega Psi Phi 
brothers, ·get up to get down.'' They Fraternity. After each organization 
were dressed in yellow pants, black performed, the judges awarded se-
shirts, yellow cloths on their heads cond place to the ladies of Alpha 
wrapped in black bandanas and black Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori-
boots. During their performance, one ty, Inc. and to Alpha Chapter, Phi ' 
of the brothers made an appeal to the Beta Sigma Fraternity. 
audience to express unity within the •miliiliiiiiioioiilmliiiiilO _____ ' 
Black community. Though the Happy 
brothers of Beta Chapter, Alpha .fhi 
Alpha, Inc. were last, they were in no Homecoming 
means least. -------------• • 
.,,,, , .... ,,. 
• 
, 
October 
Octobei: 
12 Noon - 1:00 p.m. 
2 - Cafeteria of the Aoward University Hospital 
3 - Cafeteria of the Howard University 
A ply now. for an 
8 o student loan 
And, if you need additional financing or if you 
donl qualify for a Guaranteed Student Loan, ask 
about our Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students 
(ALAS). 
West Campus • 
• 
'ctober 4 - First Floor Armour .J. Blackburn 
Plaza Cafeteria University Center. 
• 
Next Concert 
• .. 
Nove her 5,6,7 with Guitarist BILL HARRIS. 
• ·-·~~~~~~-------------------
from Marine Midland 
With Marina's Guaranteed Student Loans, quali-
fied undergraduates can get up to $2,500 a 
year-and graduate students up to $5,CXlO a year 
to help finance' college costs. You won't have to 
start paying a penny of it back until six months 
after you leave school and then at only 8% 
annual interest. 
• 
' Check with your Financial Aid Office about 
Marina's Guaranteed Student Loans . 
• 
I 
For more information, call 1-SCJ0-448-3400 
Ext. 75 or write: 
MMB Education Loans 
P.O. Box 10595 
Rochester, N.Y. 14610 
VDU CAN MAKE IT .HAPPEN WITH 
@MARINE MIDLANcf&ANK 
• Meiil•Midl&icl ...... N.A. 
• 
• 
ll•lltop/Uctober id, 98.' 
• 
All Hilltopics 
must be in by 
5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday eyery 
week, typ~d 
and doubl 
spaced. 
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Eileen Cash, 
May this birthday be one of the hap-
piest ones yet I Happy 20th Birthday. 
Love ya, !tlane S . 
To Karen M. White, Miss Howard 
University 1985-86 • · 
You have truly succeeded against all 
odds and I am really proud of you. 
I got to know you while I was there 
to help straighten out the mess. I just 
say, you impressed me then, and you 
certainly impress me now. Good luck 
during your reign and my God con-
tinue to bless you. (Perhaps you 
could wear your ''long, luxurious 
blonde hair'' for me? ... ) You were 
"SIMPLY MARVELOUS" and did 
the audience love it! 
Your friendly HtSR 
To: Tee and Chew, 
• 
• 
-To: Jennifer, Lance, Brian, Andre& 
Jamie _ 
Thanks for all your help durina the 
past month. 
Love, Tracie 
To R.E.M. alias (Rapid Eye 
Movement) 
With MikC No.2 I know you aot 
yours, and soon it will be time to aet 
mine!! Enjoy that big 1-911! Happy 
Birthday. 
Love, A.D.T. 
Silky Satin, 
Hang in there. You've always got 
Ralph and Baby DolJ if you need us. 
to my d. cuz's 
Good Luck on the GMAT Satur-
day!!! I'm sure we'll all do well . 
THE TREAS!JRER 
Thanks for being such ''good'' 
-------+---• friends. Remember that we will 
always be B.O.F.A . 
THE HARVARD EXPERIENCE, 
BKA THE BROILER GIRL! 
YEA BABY I'VE BEEN WAT-
CHING YOU!! IT'S ALL ABOUT 
THAT GAMMA. EXPERIENCE 
PPPPPPPPPPPPP. GOOD LUCK 
IN SCIENCE AND I'LL LET YOU 
WORK ON MY TEETH ANY 
TIME, BABY DAT OR NO DAT. 
THE BURGER KING LOBBY 
HOST 
Terry G ., 
We've only just begun. And I hope 
it never ends. You've ade a d~f­
ference in myli'fe and I I ve y.a for it . 
Loving you unreal, Tr Y 
Germaine, 
Someone special was ho non Oct . 8. 
Can you guess \\'ho? Ha rv (21st) S-
lated B-day . 1 
8 -Kay 
Sidney P., 
ls this for real? Why give up after 19 
months? I'm li stening. 
8 -Kay 
Georgie, 
Happy Twenty- first Bir hday!! 
E . "L B . nJOY.. ... ove, ean1e 
Pie K-Brew, . 
You're a doll o f a frie d :~ 
- Happy 21 st! 
Love, POft ia 
• Angie K. 
The mother has final! reached the 
age of the daugh1er! 
Love Bridget 
Kimberly A. Graham 
Love, Feisty T 
• MEL VIN AND FANNY, . 
FEVER!!! It 's finally over, but it's 
really dnly beginning. You were 
definitely HOT!! 
LOVE YOU, ME 
To the ~ent lemen of the blue and 
\\ ll ilC UfO~I. 
At first glance, I wasn't sure. I took 
,a, chance and looked at the light . Now 
I know the cause ts right . 
G.O.M.A.B. BABY, THE CAUSE 
SPEEDS ON IT'S .w A Y ! !! 
BLUE-PHI ! JYD$ 
Angel, Your My Favorite Poster 
C hild!!! 
Your C.P. 
Terry G., 
It' s been wonderful being or. .-: lot1J 9( 
wi1h you . 
Love, Tray 
MELVIN AND FANNY. 
FEVE~!!! It 's fin al!)' O\ 'Cr, b.ut i1 's 
really only beginning. You • v.•ere 
definitely HOT!! 
LOVE YOU, ME 
TO.FAYRHONDA, L. SAD 
Y A'LL ARE MY FAVORITE 
HEADS!!! I'LL MISS YOU BOTH-
SEVEREL Y NEXT YEAR. AND 
THE YEAR AFTER THAT 
BEC~!JSE YOU BOTH WILL BE 
HER~ A VERY LONG TIME!!! 
PLEASE TREAT MY CHILDREN 
NICE!! 
sbpa 579 
Angel, Your My FavoritC Poster 
Child!!! 
"'"'1" r P 
To lhe gentlemen of the blu<' a:id 
W'hite order. 
At first glance, I wasn't sure. I took 
a t.: ha11ce and looked at the light. Now 
I know the cause is right. 
G.0 .M .A.B . BABY, THE CAUSE 
SPCEDS or:-; IT·s .VA y ! ! ! 
BLUE-PHI! JYDS. 
Thinking about Law School? 
Let's Talk about it! 
Kimberly Graham, a third year law student and 
Professor Robert H. Waters of the University of 1 Miami School of Law will be recruiting at the 
Armour J . Blackburn Student Center (Ballroom) 
on Thursday, October 24, 1985 from 9-4 p.m. 
The University Gf Miami School of Law is a 59 
year old institution which offers an innovative 
curriculum that is rich , rigorous. and fully 
responsive·tcrthe-ni,e<j~ of tomorrow's lawyers. 
1983 Howard U iversity Graduate 
- College f Liberal Arts -
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University 
Bookstore 
' d 535-6657 Tubman Qua . . 
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The Ho<Nard University Is Contlally , 
Invited to Attend the Keynote Address 
Ch 111NU1 e on 
u Dlouf, 
md 
Unity on frtday, ~ber 15th, 1985. His 
address will be pen In the- Cramton 
Audltortum Durtns the lntemadonal 
Symposium on Drousht and 
Dese1dftcadon October 14th throush 
October 27th, 1985. 
free Admission 
Other Speaken Will lndude Rev. lesse 
1ackson, The Honorable Mickey Leland, 
Martin Rosal of U.S.A. for Africa an
1
d 
Many Others. 
Sponsored by the United Nadons 
Sudano-SaheUan Office (UNSO), Howard 
Unlvenlty, The Howard UnlVerslty African 
Studies and Research Prosram, t~e 
Nadonal Alliance of Third World 
loumallsts, the Nadonal Assocladon of 
Black loumallsts, and the Black Press 
Institute. 
We Wish to Th""k the p..., HeUenlc Coundl for being the 
Offtd&I Volu11teer Coordln.Uon for this Conference. ' 
• 
' 
\ 
• 
AN TED fC.t'~~-
' YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BYSTUOENTS 
AT THE <:;;~"'""'' & ~· TRAINING INSTITUTE 
.5401 FOURTEENTH STREET. N.W . 
T HE NATION·s ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON . 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER 
• 
All Styles are pre-selected and all students are m onito.red by 
Licensed Professional Braide rs 
$ 4 5. 0 o (includes ex ten~io ns) 
• 
l 
• 
ft~ VI SA • MASTE~ CARD • CHOICE • Af>'I ERl~AN EXPRESS HONORED (&_rry No Checks) 
,._ ;; Cal l 723-1827 and mak~ your appoin tm ent loday 1 - • 
~<(,,,.;ii.~? Faculty. Sta ff[, Adrriin istrat ion · Welcon1e 
?'.(:l\; ~ t:::nrnrowt & Cu3 \ 
5401 Fourteenth Street, N.W. • Washington . D .C .1Corncrof Jefferson) 
• • • 
-..· _,..":"' ~· •• • < 723-1827 
Pioneer the future. Electronics Technology Industrial Engineerin g 
Proof of U s _ c1 t1zensh1p requ ired . 
Equa l opportunity employer . . 
Creativity America depends on. Join u~ in creating the next 
generation of 1echnolog1cal 
wonde rs. Our representat ives will 
·be on campus.to discuss JOb op-
portun111es 11 you have a degree 1n 
On Campus Interviews: 
OCTOBER 30th HUGHES Etectr1cal Eng1neer1ng 
Computt1r Scisnce ' . ,. . '• 
Mechanical Engineering See your Placement Otfice 
for comple1e details. CORPORATE COLLEGE 
RELATIONS Physics Manufacturing Eng1neer1ng 
-
Takea ' 
Social Science 
1 Perry Anderson, Jerome Bruner, Agnes Heller, Eric Hobsbawm, . 
Charles Tiiiy, Louise Tilly, Albrecht 
Wellmer and Aristide Zolberg recently 
joine(j what graduate faculty? 
2 In 1933, a University in Exile was founded as a haven for European 
scholars fleeing from Nazism. What is 
that school called today? 
3 In 1985, which internationally-oriented graduate center located 
' in the heart of Greenwich Village 
teaches students from 40 states and 
nearly an equal number of countries? 
4 And in what school is int~discipli/ nary study the preferred path to 
theoretical and applied research? 
The answer of course is The New School's Greduate Faculty of Po1Hlc:11l al\d 9ocl81 
Sele nee. We will soon be visiting your campus, and invite you to ask us abollt master's 
and doct0<a~level work in anth'\'P')lo9Y. economics, hist0<ical studies, liberal stuQles, 
philosophy, polrtical science, psycrology and SOCIOiogy. J0tn us: • 
Gt'8du81e and Profealonal Schools Information Day 
Armour J. Bl-bum University Center Ballroom 
October 24, 1985 10:00 am-3:00 pm 
If you cannot attend, you can get all the. answers from Elizabeth Ware, Director of 
Admissions, The Graduate Faculty, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003. 
Her phone number is (212) 741-5710. ·· 
I 
• · New School for Social Research 
Graduate Faculty of Political and Social Science _ 
' 
• 
' ' 
' 
I 
• 
' 
I 
-
• 
• 
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• 
' 
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. . 
he H.oward University 
Student Gov~rnment 
presents 
• 
'A SPOTLIGHT 
• 
0 1 ·soUTH AFRICA'' 
Monday, Oct. 21 
' 
·uoSA ~resents Fred Mclure. special assistant to the ."'.hite !fouse ?n 
Legislat'.ve Affairs. He will discuss the Reagan Adm1n1strat1on policy 
on apa theid. Uridergraduate Library Lecture H·all at 7:00 p.m . . 
Tuesday, Oct. 22 
Memorl'al Service. HUSA·oresents a memorial service in ho9or of 
those who have died i.n the struggle for the liberation of South Africa. 
Rarfkin · hapel at 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, Oct. 24 . · 
• 
Forum. The African Students Association, the · South African 
Students Committee, and the Caribbean Students Association 
are spo ·Soring this forum. 
• 
• 
Friday, Oct. 25 
Free · outh Africa Rally. ReprP 0 P. ntatives from the 
Pan-H tleni <:: council, African Student Association, 
as . wet as ! variqus Student Organizations will be participating. · 
' 
HUSA .has revived its ''Red Ribbon Campaign.'' 
• 
Stop h!V the HUSA office and pick up your red ribbon Today! 
(rm. 102 Blackburn Center). 
l\JOBUCS and HUSA 
' 
'· 
present 
• 
. ''Life i·n south Africa'' 
.. 
)I 
• 
• 
·- ·- - . - -·-- ·-- .. - . -- - - .. 
• 
' 
,iff 
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY · 
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
Off Georgia Ave. at 6th S1 . & Fa irmont. Ave .. N.W . 
Wa~hing1 on . D.C. 20059 
(202) 616-5 150 
Nancy A. Flake, Director 
counseling 
The Center provides business counseling to 
clients . individuals or small groups ·at Do charge. 
The areas of assistance include: 
Business Plan Development 
. - AccoWllia& 
- fjDIQN" 
- Muketiq 
- Procurement 
- B•••ne• Aue1911ent 
Research/Publications 
The SBDC sponsors and coordinates research 
projects perfonned by the f acuity , graduate assist-
ants, and other associates of the Center. The 
research focus includes: ' 
- Economic Analysis 
- Cue Developn1:cnt 
- lndllllry St1Mlie1 
- Periodicab 
"'7 Other Small Bllline• Directed Publications 
Training 
Minagement training is provided to pre1ent 
and potential small business ownen to update 
basic business knowledge and to provide the 
skills needed to successfully operate small busi-
nesses. "The inaructon hav~ both types of ex· 
perience . practical and acad~mic. ' 
~ 
Special Projects 
This is a flexible program which has as ' its 
focus such areas as minority business ventures, 
women in business, and international trade poss.l· 
bilities. Other ventures are unaertaken dependiJfg 
' on community needs. 
• 
Technology Innovation 
This program deals with : • 
- lllftntion Emuation .. 
- Product and Idea Sc...niJ1a 
- ProductiYity Improvement 
Helping Your Business Grow ls Our Busin°";' 
, 
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• 
Champion 
Champion International Corporation 
Champion is a Fortune 100 forest products 
c · mpany. We have MIS staff openings in the 
greater Cincinnati area. Our professional staff 
orks with state-of-the-art hardware and fourth 
generation software. Hardware includes IBM . 
ainframes, mid-size, and personal computers 
as well ,as DEC VAX systems in manufacturing 
environments. 
• 
We are seeking entry-level personnel for our 
Busin.ess Systems Services Department with 
degrees in Computer Science, Information 
ystems, or Business Administration with 
omputer Science concentration. We prefer 
c ndidates that have a minimum GPA of 3.0. 
• 
If you have these. qualifications, please 
sign wp for, an interview. Our representative 
ill .be on campus October 24, 1985. 
) 
We take alllr"'l'tlve action towerd Equal Opportunity Empjoyment • 
' 
' 
• .. -· ~- -
• 
' r • • 
; 
• 
" '··-
-
· eveni send your 
''Hillt~pi~s'' to 
2217 4th St. NW, 
Washington DC 
• 
' 
20059' ·---=-- 0·~~;;....--------
--- Stanley H. Kaplan 
The SMART MOVE! 
• 
PREPARATION fOR : 
GMAT. LSAT • GRE 
MCAT~DAT 
cart Days , Even ings & Weekends 244·1456 
EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 
3· GOii C I'll I; llcul A .... N.W. 
- __ ... 
Pizza Time 
I 
* .387-4 t t t • * 
Grand Opening 
directly across from the .new School of Business 
(2606 Georgia Ave, N.W.) 
Everything made fresh dally 
Pl••• by die !ilke or -
' 
- pt11 1 • Rolls 
• . ' 
Spaahzll' with =e •I •"• 
I • 
We also have Ice Clto•lll . 
Open 1>1 a...-9 ,.... Mon.·fll.·Sat.' 12 (••••>-• ~ ,. 
' . 
• 
t 0% Discount 
• 
w/Univ.ersity l.D. 
• ' . j 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• 
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Everyi;.ing "you always 
wante · tqJru9~ ab?ut 
sports. f'nd more. 
• 
, 
• 
Black Major League Record Setters 
Sports. statistics. and 
records. Like hotdogs, mus-
tard and Lite Beer ... they go 
together. And no sport thrives. 
more on statistics than base-
ball . 11'.s a game of numbers. A 
stat for this. A record for that. 
The most famous record. · 
held· by Babe Ruth. came 
tumblihg down the night of 
April 8 1974. when Hank-Aaro~ hit his 715th career ~ 
1-ifetimr home run µt 
Atlantcp: Stadium against Al 
Downipg of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. Aaron also holds the 
recor~ for most runs batted in (2297). 
Firsts · 
'" 
1h April ol 1947, he became the first 
Black Major Leaguer in modern times. That 
breaklhrough, among other achievements 
durin~ his career. saw 
Jacki ' Robinson hailed 
as the first Black to gain 
admit ance to Baseball's 
Hall of Fame. Another 
Robinbn, Frank. was base-
ball's ji_Tst Black manager. 
He is also the only player 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' -
.. 
• 
'. 
. ... --- .... ~ " -
' 
. ' • 
Some Golden 01~ef 
Bob Gibson holds the 
major league record of 17 
strjkeouts in a world series 
game (1968 vs. Detroit) ... Rennie 
Stennett of Pittsburgh collectea 
• • 
' seven hits in a nine-inning 
game against Chicago' in 1975 
for a record ... Nate Colbert set 
a record for San Diego by 
knocking in 13 runs in a dou-
bleheader against Atlanta 
on August L 1972 .... Satchel 
Paige was the oldest player (!59) 
~\''~.!:>'- to appear in a big league 
· game when he pitched three shut-
out innings tor 
Kansas City . \)) · 
against Boston ~ 
on September 25, 
1965. 
Sports 
Quiz 
Who 
·was the first Cy 
Young winner in 
history? 
Answer: ·uosoes 
01.ll JOJ l -0. 
SDM. aqwo:::>MSN 
s0nfloe1 41oq . 
in ma qr league history to 
belt 2 O or more home runs 
in bo leagues (3~3 N.L .. 
243 A IL} and the first and 
only i:player in baseball 
historjy to win Most Valu-
able layer honors in both 1 
JOJ pa1:::>a1es SOM J0UU!M.' 0uo AJUO uaq,v. 9961 
~::::,-.., UJ SJ0flp0(] Uhj){OOJg 01.j1 JO aqWO:::>MSN UO(] 
circu ts (Cincinnati. 1961 . 
Ballir~re. 1966). 
St9~en Moments 
J For years, Ty Cobb . 
, was Jhe "King ot Thieves·:-.~ 
... se~ng a modern day 
,record of 96 stolen bases 
in 1915. Some 48 years later --~(~' · 
-Mqury Wills. playing for 1 •• 
the ~OS Angeles Dodgers. )' , . .... ~, .. " .. .,,..-
bro~e Cobb"s record with 104 single season 
· storen bases. Eleven years later, 1974. the St. 
Loujs Cardinals' Lou Brock set a nliIW record 
willi 118 steals for the season. In 1982. Rickey 
He ' erson ushered in a nliIW era with an 
llevable'mark of 130 season steals. 
Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co.:'Mi!Waukee. WI ~ 
• J.) 
. " .... ·" ...... . 
Great taste. Less tilling. 
• 
t 
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Hilltop 
Continued from 1>&1e 1 
Finances 
The Hilltop newspaper is not a 
unionized organization, therefore the 
right to strike is not gaurantced. Ac-
t cordirig to adminstration officials, 
the editor-in-chief'of the Hilltop ap-
points all section editors and also has 
- , " · the right to dismiss those she hires. 
• 
Marcus Warren 
Hill top Starr Reporter 
Winn maintained that the firing of ' 
The Student .Loan Marketing Jenkins was not due to pressure by 
'.Associatiop. has come up with a plan the administration. 
to cure th!!' financial ills Qf families • ''I was not pressured by the ad-
paying for their children's tuition, minstration. Manotti was fired for 
and Washington, D.C. will be one of legitimat~ , reasons.•• 
the first areas in the country to ---.,
1
--------
benefit from it. . 
''Since the early 19so·s. the oost of Health Gap 
higher education has risen at about 
twice the inflation rate and faster Contliiued from pase 1 
·.than families discretionary income,' ''Progr~nds more_on_educa- ~ 
said Sallie Mae Vice President· Den- , tion and ~ange in personal, 
nis A. Kernahan. behavior than it does on more doc-
It is not uflcommon to find a col- tors, more hospitals, or more 
Jege where the tuition .exceeds 10 technology,'' said Heckler. 
thousand d<;>llars a year. The crunch Dr. ~Jesse B. Barber, who heads 
is really felt when the family has more Howard University's Department of 
than one child enro11ed in college at Social Medicine said he was ''disap-
the same time. Under the Sallie Mae pointed that the conclusion and sum-
proposal, there will be two different · mary did not emphasize the socio-
programs . The first is called economic conditions that contribute 
FamilyEd, where the heads of 10 health problems among black peo-houscholds and other eligible Persons pie.,, 
can borrow between 3 thousand and 
10 thousand dol1ars a year for tui - Most have the feeling that the 
tion . That is for students .who are at health problems are genetic. The 
least emolled on a part-time basis. black and white difference (in health) 
The loans are to have a variable in- is d1,1e to socio-economic conditions. 
tercst rate equivalent to a 91-day U.S. not genetic factors. 
Treasury bill, plus 3.S percentage Barber said the task force's fm-
points. Kernahan said the rate will be dings were good in. that ''it created 
competative with most consumer interest and brought attention to the 
loans. The <liner program is GradEd, problems." 
which provides full-tiine or part-time Heckler said HHS will establish a 
graduate students with loans from 15 special office to manage the rccom-
hundrcd to 75 hundred dollarS a year. mendation of the report in an effort 
It only applies if ·you are pursuing .to clo.se the ''health gap.'' 
a graduate degree in business, 
engineering, health profession or law. ''Many of the solutions will require 
All loans have an adjustable rate ~~e s~nding of money.'' sai~ Bar~. 
which will change annually. The term The tdeal would be to pr? VI de quali-
of payments can be as long as ten ty ~~th care t~ ev~ry resident of the 
years. . UrulCd States, s81d Barber. 
' 
- llCE: 
. . rts say ttiere won't be ' 
'9 · · · erpe · ifY to satisfy tuture , 
enoughnde1ec,r,:e trends continue, _ 
dema • be real danger 1n 
there is goi':et;99,;.s. " 
July 10. 1985 U.SA Today 
.11 be invited to attend a 100 college students W1 tly sponsored by Youth 
national conterence 101n nee and the1U.S. 
for Energy lndepen~~is nationally televised 
Department ot Ener~yid on November 15. 1985 
conterence will be e DC 
. . in was\11ngton. · 
POWER l'WfNllG FOii 
R/111111 llEEIJS 
. hn Herrington. secretary 
Speakers w1111nclu~~~~nt ot Energy; Michael 
ot the U.S. Deprve Director of the. Energy 
Totten . Execu 1 . . . and Patricia WortllY-
Conservation Coah~~·n . Service commission. 
Cha11man °1 6~:1~~ 0\c Columbia 
. ttendllll"" contetl!ICI 
s111dents intare~':u: 11 (8001 133.5571 or 
must call ChnsOOO llY s·OO pm. MondlY· .. 
(202) 783:-4 l)clObet 28'!'- -
~ 
' 
• 
'-· 
' 
I 
' FACUL;rY-STUDENTS 
TAJ BoOk Service-A student owned 
and operated enterprise I" paying 
caSh for med and unw+iited text 
boob with raole market raiue. For 
delalll •contact Tim Jone1 at (202) 
722-01<>1. Thanks for 1u, porti111 a 
stlldent enterprile. 
• 
Y oil can aet a special IUTOJ!lement of 
tbe most popular recordills by Maze 
featurina Frankie BevcrIY~ available 
only on cassette .. . SS.99 *8ch., Mail 
· ch~k or money order to: ~heri Pro-
ductions P.O. Box 708, xon Hill , 
Md. 2074S. 
BE PREPARED! 
VAT, GRE, MCAT, DA! , PCAT, 
AND G1'!{A T Test prep&Jiation; Ap-
plication Deadline. Oct . .28. C·lasses 
will begin on Nov. 2. Applications , 
may be picked up from the Center for 
Prcprofcssional Educati 1 n, Room 
33S or 336, Founders Li rary . 
The Illustrious Starlets f Phi Beta 
Sigma Present an Upco ing ·Event 
' ' Rent A Gent ' ' . FCaturing 
Gentlemen from Howard University; 
the University of Maryland. College 
Park; and the Univer¥ ty of the 
District of Columbia. St!JPRISE! I! 
• 
• • 
OFFICE SPACE 
New Concept-Timeshari g. 
$120/ Mo. includi111 Ans . Se..V./Mail 
Conn. & 1K, NW 78S-00 s 
SSS 4th St., NW 737-57 
• 
RBG DAY IS COMIN<; .. . 
ROG DAY IS COMIN<il .. . 
RBG DAY IS COMINI .. . 
' 
. . . ,. 
THE NOBUCS EDUCATION AND 
RESEARCH COMMITTEE WILL 
PRESENT PART II OF THE FILM 
SERIES, THE ERA OF BLACK 
SLAVERY, ON TUES. OCT. 29AT 
6:00 IN THE UNDl!RGRADUATB 
LIBRARY, SUBLEVEL ONE, 
ROOM L-141. ALL ARE INVITl;D. 
NOBUCS, THE NATIONAL 
OROANIZATION OF BLACK 
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE 
STUDENTS, WILL HOLD ITS 
NEXT GENERAL BODY 
MEETING ON THURSDAY, OCT. 
24 at 7:00 IN THE HUMAN 
ECOLOGY AUDITORIUM. 
I 
HOW ARD UNIVERSJifY NEW 
YORKER ' S LIMITED 
HOMECOMING PART)' " 85" 
A Tradition ''In The Mix" 
LANSBURGH'S CULTU RAL 
CENTER 
420 7th St. N.W. (Between D & E 
Streets, N.W.) 
Friday, Oct. 18 -- 11 :00 p.m . to 5:00 
a.m. 
• 
• 
The International Busine11 Society ' 
pres :••ts Dr. Anne Stanford-a foreian 
service officer with the State 
Department 
FOCUS: Experiences of Mid-level 
Officers & Problems affectina Blocb 
in· the Forcisn Service. 5:00 p.m. Oct. 
24 in Rm 418 SB. 
The Spanac:us Youth Leque will ' 
hold a class "Defend the Soviet 
Union-U.S. Hands Off tbe World!" 
as part of its bi-weekly class series on 
Wed . Oct. 23, 7:30 p.m . in 
Blackbum room 142. 
The Undergraduate Student National 
Medical Assocation of H.U. is spon-
soring a trip to the Uniformed Ser-
vices Medical School in Bethesda. In-
terested students should come to our 
next meeting, Oct. 22. 
THE NOBUCS PUBLIC RELA-
TIONS COMMITTEE MEETS 
EVERY TUESDAY AT 6:00 
SHARP IN THE HILL TOP 
LOUNGE. ALL INTERESTED 
PERSONS ARE URGED TO 
ATIE;ND . . 
No sneakers--Preferably No Jeans 
Tickets: $4 members, $5 non-
members, $6 for all at oor. 
for ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES c ramton 1 Audit o ri r m 
non-members. 
• The Brothers of ALj'HA PHI 
ALPHA FRATERN!i!"Y INC., 
BETA C HAPTER I present 
"NIGHTS OVER EGY\'T" annual 
Homecoming .I. 
CABARET / F ASHIO!jl SHOW . 
SATURDAY OCT. l~h from 9 
p .m. -3 a .m. at the elegant Hotel 
Washington, PennsylVahia Ave. at 
15th St. N.W. I 
Tickets are on sa.Je no . $9 in ad-
vance, $11 at the door . 
As~ any Alpha of Alpha Sweetheart . 
OF THE BALTIMORE 
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE; If 
you are interested in forming an 
alumni club, there will be an infor-
mal meetina on Mand. Oct. 21 at 
7:00 in the Blackburn Reading 
Louniz:e. 
Attention Pre-Med students: This 
Tuesday Oct. 22 at S:OO p.m. in the 
Blackburn Forum, the USNMA of 
Howard University will have Russel 
L. Miller, Dean of H.U. College of 
Medicine, as a guest speaker. All in-
terested students are welcome. 
• 
Attention: YounJ College 
Republicans invites all 1ntcrestcd per-
sons to a general meeting. The 
meeting will be held on 6ci. 24 in 
thee Blackbum Forum at S:30 p.m. 
• 
COMING SOON ... 
The Junior Class Weck. Dating Oame 
and Action Oct. 24th and 25th. AU 
interested persons inquire· at roOm 
no. I09·Blackbwfl Center. It's gon-
na be GREAT!!! 
PHI BETA LAMBA-FUTURE 
BUSINESS LEADERS OF 
AMERICA will have its next General 
Business meeting Wed. Oct. 23 at 
S:40 p.m. in Room 216 of the School 
of Business. 
The Ladies of CHI ETA PHI Sorori-
ty Inc., would like to invite the 
Howard Community to participate in 
FREE Screening for Sickle Cell and 
Nutritional Anemia on Oct. 21 from 
9:30-4:00 in Cramton Auditorium 
THE OHIO CLUB WILL BE 
MEETING OCT. 22 AT 5:00 IN 116 
DOUGLASS HALL . DON'T 
FORGET ABOUT THE SHIRT, 
TRIP DEPOSITS, HAPPY HOUR 
AND DUES!! 
Persanals 
to Mr. J.M. 
. You made my stars shine in 
''Astronomy'' and left me speechless 
in i 1Spanish. '' Forwardness is not my 
strength, but I like your ' ' sonrisa. ' ' 
Fine me in No.4, section 5. See you 
soon 
from Shy, Young, Lady C. 
-
" 
THE OHIO CLUB WILL BE 
MEETING OCT. 22 AT S:OO IN 116 
DOUGLASS HALL . DON'T 
FORGET ABOUT THE SHIRT, 
TRIP DEPOSITS, HAPPY HOUR 
AND DUES!! 
Terry G., ' 
It's been wonderful beina on cloud 9 
with you. 
Love, Tray 
To: Jennifer, Lance, Brian, Andre & 
Jamie 
Thanks for all your help during the 
past month. 
Love, Tracie. 
To R.E.M. alias (Rapid Eye 
Movement) 
With Mike No.2 I know you got 
,yours, and soon it will be time to get 
mine!! Enjoy that big 1-9! ! ! Happy 
Birthday. 
Love, A.D.T . . 
Silky Satin, 
Hang in there . You've always got 
Ralph and Baby Doll if you need us. 
The time is coming soon. 
Love, ''Us'' 
to my d . cuz's 
Good Luck on the GMAT Satur-
day! l l I'm sure we'll all do well. 
THE TREASURER 
THE HARVARD EXPERIENCE, 
OKA THE BROI)..ER GIRL! 
YEA" BABY I'VE BEEN WAT-
CHING YOU!! IT'S ALL ABOUT 
THAT GAMMA EXPERIENCE 
PPPPPPPPPPPPP. GOOD LUCK 
IN SCIENCE AND I'LL LET YOU 
WORK ON MY TEETH ANY 
TIME, BABY DAT OR NO DAT. 
THE BURGER KING LOBBY 
HOST 
· nts, 
rl 
1 
' 
• 
• 
. ' I 
' . 
\ 
And of course, sne wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's 
length, either. 
· After all, you ca always think of one 
inore way to tell so eone you love them 
when you're on the p one. 
Let us count the ways you can save. 
Just call weekends ti l 5pm Sunday:s, or 
from llpm to Sam, S~nday through Friday, 
and you11 save 600Ai ff A1&T's Day Rate 
-
' 
• 
· C 1985 TIT Communications • 
.. 
on your state-to-state calls. 
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you11 save 40o/o on your 
state-to-state calls, 
So when you're asked to choose a long 
distance company, choose A1&T. Because 
with A1&Ts 60% and 40% discounts, you 
can satisfy. your heart's desire without 
exnausting your means. 
- \ Reach out and touch someone!' 
-
• 
' 
' • 
I 
The right choice. 
• 
• 
.. 
' 
. -
' 
• 
.. 
• 
roFAYRHONDA,L.SAD 
·YA'LL - ARE MY FAVORITE 
HEADS!!! I'LL MISS YOU BOTH 
SEVERELY NEXT ·YEAR. AND 
THE YEAR AFTER THAT 
BECAUSE YOU BOTH WJLl. BE 
HERE A VERY WNO TIMBIII 
PLEASE TREAT MY CHILDREN 
NICEII 
sbpa S79 
Clyde, 
I wish you much success tomorrow. 
I'll definitely have all 10 crossedll 
I'm sure you're D.11 Beforehand, 
take a few deep brea.ths and 
RELAX II 
LOVE, EDNA 
To LOVEY, 
I've said it once before and this will 
be the last time I'll say it. You are the 
only one, there is no other, I don't 
want another. I am not going to try 
to prove myself anymore. You want, 
you've got to meet me half way. 
Love, LOVELY 
Host, 
Tomorrow is the dayt I Give it your 
. best shot. Don't worry if things don't 
work out, there is always that crown 
that's waiting to be ftlled! GOOD 
LUCK!!! 
LOVE YOU, BROILER-GIRL 
I . • 
To Coop, 
Yo\l know it, I know it, so what is the 
deal. 
'Qr am 
T. Sellers: 
Your .friendship bas proven to be a 
guiding light in times of Darknesi. 
May your BIRTHDAY be as bubbly 
as the spirit you portray-Each Dayt 
MR. I. DUNOWHOSPENTANITE 
THF SOPHOMORE CLASS OF 
LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT 
COUNCIL ENCOURAGES ALL 
STUDENS (esp. L.A. soph's) TO 
SUPPORT THE VARIOUS 
HOMECOMING l'\CTIVITIES -
KEEPING IN MIND, THE 
METAMORPHOSIS MUST COME 
FROM WITHIN. 
La femme De CUL VER, 
Thanks so much for making my BIR-
THDAY a momentous occasion. 
You never cease to amaze me. Hold 
tight; the B{'ST IS YET TO 
COME .... 
' Always, 
SWEET-BLACK-MOTHER-HUS: 
BARD 
To Sydney Boone, 
HAPPY BJRTHDAYl!rt! 
All the best in the future, have a hell 
of a day! 
Love always, Karen and Angie 
To Fly, at the Hilltop desk, 
The best is yet to come. Our last year 
here will be the most oustanding of 
all . Friends are forever, the TEM-
PORARY LOVERS come and go!! 
Love always, Fly, from NYC 
To Angela Taylor, 
Have , a wonderful time on your 1; · 
WEEKEND IN THE JUNGLE 
ROOM! . 
Love Your Roomic 
To Miller, Teri, Jan, and Sharon, 
We all have that special someone, but 
we will never forget one another. 
Friends are the ories we count on to 
sec us through to help us out, and 
especially to give that TIME. Stay 
close and sweet as always. I'll cherish 
you always. 
DON'T STOP GIVING IT UPI!!!! 
Love Always, Karen N. 
STEVE HUGHLEY: Would you 
believe that I have yet another 
message for you? Please leave a 
number where you can be reached on 
Friday. 
Dear Lovely Lady of Bethune, 
Happy Brithdayl!(Oct. 19) You are 
a very special persona I wish you hap-
piness on this very special day. Now 
that you have reached your twenties, . 
please don't forget about me and all 
of the great times that we have had 
together .'and the great times that are 
yet to come. I wuv u. 
Sophisti(f8ted Gent from Sutton . 
. 
Happy ·Belated Birthday to Kimery '1. 
Finaerl , 
We didn't for1et-we just took our 
time! 
Love ~onda,.Denecnc, Cristol 
' 
To Poo in 202 
I hope that what we have started will 
develop into a beautiful relationship. 
Maybe we'll even make ICE 
CASTLES together. I Love You 
POO. . 
Forever Yours in Truth. 
To My Spcsh, •iSbow•• that you're 
the· ''Object of · My Desire .•. •• be 
11Gentlc''. and ''Cherish the Love ... •• 
Your 11Spcsh'' . 
My Jr. I.B.M. EXECUTIVE: 
11039130'' . 
The summer of 118S'' is DOW' history, 
but I made mistalte1 that caused you 
pain. l'M _SORRY FOR THB 
HURT. I MISS use 
CAI.EE 
Dear Always Lau&bina: 
Your .speci•• day.Will be h e IOOD. 
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